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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Aim: This study was designed to compare the efficiency of conebeam computed tomography (CBCT) with panoramic radiography to discern external root resorption (ERR) in second molars.

A tooth can be said to be impacted when it has been
unerupted, either partially or completely, in the oral
cavity and is known to be positioned against the adjacent
tooth, soft tissue, or bone so that it is interrupted and is
unlikely to erupt further.1
Impacted wisdom teeth account for 98% of all impacted
teeth.2 The classic distribution in order of frequency of
impaction of permanent teeth is observed in the following
descending order: Mandibular third molars, maxillary
third molars, maxillary canines, maxillary and mandibular premolars, maxillary incisors, mandibular canines,
mandibular incisors, maxillary and mandibular first
molars, and maxillary and mandibular second molars.3,4
Some of the impacted third molars remain asymptomatic for years and do not cause any clinical problem,5-7 and
some may cause various symptoms and pathologies, such
as pain, swelling, cheek ulceration, distal caries, bone loss,
odontogenic cysts, benign or malignant tumors, systemic
infections, and root resorption of adjacent teeth.8-13
Resorption of the roots of adjacent teeth can occur
because of eruption pressure of the third molar or the
impacted teeth might get embedded in bone for many
years, and as they make an attempt to erupt, they
sometimes cause considerable pressure on the roots of
neighboring teeth, causing resorption,14 and this type of
resorption of roots of adjacent teeth is termed as external
root resorption (ERR).
External root resorption occurs as a result of changes
in the osteoclastic activity leading to destruction of mineralized dental tissue.15 Physiologically, it is noted when
the primary dentition exfoliates.15
The known risk factor for tooth resorption is the
mechanical force due to the superimposition of the third
molar, and the inflammation of the periodontium may
further complicate the condition16 or might even secrete
the inflammatory mediators that assign the osteoclast
toward resorption of the mineralized tissue by stimulating
the reduced dental epithelium of the impacted tooth.17,18
External root resorption usually does not present with
any signs and symptoms.19 Hence, it is diagnosed based
on its detection during radiographic examinations20 and

Materials and methods: This was a retrospective study with a
sample size of 50 participants who had a total of 120 impacted
third molars visible on panoramic radiographs and CBCT
images. The presence of ERR on the neighboring second
molar was assessed and the position of impacted third molar
was determined using Pell and Gregory classification. The
ERR was registered according to Al-Khateeb and Bataineh’s
criteria. The location and severity were assessed by Ericson
et al criteria, and grading of ERR was done as per the criteria
given by Nemcovsky.
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region. Most of the cases had mild severity. As per grading
mentioned by Nemcovsky, maximum number of cases were
given grade A followed by grade B.
Conclusion: According to our study and considering the threedimensional information obtained from CBCT, we found that
ERR was better detected with CBCT.
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vs reward ratio.”
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to preserve the involved teeth; the key factor is early
diagnosis.21
The panoramic radiograph is often the initial radiograph for the evaluation of impacted teeth as it provides
information about all the teeth in both arches and the surrounding structures and has low radiation exposure.6,22
However, panoramic radiograph has few drawbacks, such
as distortion, magnification, and loss of some details.6,23,24
Traditional two-dimensional (2D) imaging of threedimensional (3D) anatomic structures has long posed a
problem in the diagnosis and management of impactions,
and when there is a need of observing an impacted third
molar and its proximity to the neighboring structures,
cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) has been taken
into consideration.25,26 The CBCT has heralded winds
of change and revolutionized the world of diagnostic
dental imaging!
Cone beam computed tomography is considered as
the desirable tool for detecting subtle changes, such as
ERR because it helps in assessing the region of interest in
all the planes and has relatively less amount of radiation
when compared with CT scans.27
Most of the available data on ERR have come from
case reports28-30 and retrospective studies of panoramic
and periapical radiographs,11,17,27,31-34 and very few studies
have been performed comparing panoramic imaging
with CBCT, and the information available is still limited.
Taking into consideration the importance of diagnosis
of ERR radiographically, the study aimed to compare
panoramic radiography and CBCT for determining ERR
of second molars.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A retrospective study was conducted with a sample size
of 50. After obtaining permission from the Institutional
Scientific and Ethics Committee, the CBCT volumes and
panoramic radiographs from the archives of Oral Medicine
and Radiology from November 2013 up to December 2015
were screened.
Patient’s demographic data, such as age and gender
were noted.
The database of the patients who have undergone
preoperative examination of one or more impacted third
molars (panoramic radiography and CBCT), and the
CBCT and panoramic scans in which the area of interest
is clear (without any artifact) were included in the study.
Third molars with evidence of root development
which is less than two-thirds were excluded from this
study. Patients with radiologic evidence of intraosseous
pathologic features (e.g., cysts or tumors) associated
with the third molars and extensive caries lesions on the
second molars were also excluded from this study. In
some situations, the presence of high-density materials
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(e.g., restoration, intracanal post, or orthodontic or surgical screw) can produce beam-hardening artifacts, jeopardizing the CBCT image, as well as artifacts in panoramic
radiographs can affect the quality. If these artifacts were
superimposed on the second molar roots, precluding the
correct diagnosis, the image was excluded.
The teeth were localized (upper or lower jaw) and
the position of the impacted teeth was classified using
Pell and Gregory A, B, and C classification which is as
follows35:
• Position A: The highest position of the impacted tooth
is on a level with or above the occlusal plane of the
second molar.
• Position B: The highest position of the impacted tooth
is below the occlusal plane but above the cervical level
of the second molar.
• Position C: The highest position of the impacted tooth
is below the cervical level of the second molar.
Al-Khateeb and Bataineh’s11 criterion was used to
determine the presence of ERR, which stated that ERR
is present when evidence of loss of substance in the root
of an adjacent second molar was detected.
Based on the location, ERR was classified as cervical, middle, or apical root third (Fig. 1), and severity
was graded as per the criteria given by Ericson et al,36
which is as follows: Slight (very less amount of involvement of dentin thickness), moderate (half of the dentin
is involved), and severe (pulp cavity is involved) (Fig. 2).
Grading of ERR was done as per the criteria mentioned by Nemcovsky: (a) No evidence of any resorption; (b) irregular defect noted on the root surface not
exceeding 2 mm depth; (c) obvious irregularities noted
exceeding 2 mm, with the involvement of the pulp but
the root form is maintained; (d) resorption involving the
pulp with loss of root shape; and (e) total root resorption.18

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using Chi-squared test
and by utilizing the Statistical Analysis System (Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences version 20.0).

RESULTS
This study included 27 males and 23 females. In 50 patients,
178 third molars were assessed. Among 178 molars, 120 were
impacted. Out of 84 maxillary molars, 39 were impacted,
and out of 94 mandibular molars, 81 were impacted. The
prevalence rate of impaction was more for mandibular
third molars which was 86.17% and for maxillary molars
was 46.43%.
According to Pell and Gregory A, B, C classification,
Position B was more prevalent, followed by Positions A
and C (Graph 1).
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Fig. 1: Location of ERR on OPG and CBCT

Fig. 2: Severity of ERR on OPG and CBCT

Further, comparing the location, severity, and grading
among CBCT and orthopantomogram (OPG) images, it
was found that both the CBCT and OPG images revealed
similar findings (Graphs 2 to 4):
• Location of ERR: Cervical > middle > apical
• Severity of ERR: Slight > moderate
• Grading of ERR: Grade A > grade B > grade C
McNemar’s test was used for comparing ERR in both
CBCT and OPG.37 The CBCT images showed significantly
more ERR when compared with panoramic radiographs
World Journal of Dentistry, July-August 2017;8(4):281-287

(Table 1). The prevalence of ERR from the CBCT images
was 52.5% and from the panoramic images was 13.3%.
Considering ERR detected in CBCT images as the gold
standard and ERR in OPG as the parameter, our study
had 23.80% sensitivity and 98.20% specificity.

DISCUSSION
Evidence of break in integrity on the surface of second
molar that is placed adjacent to a impacted third molar
can be due to either dental caries or ERR.11,17,27,34,38
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Graph 1: Position of impacted third molars

Graph 2: Comparison of the location of ERR between
OPG and CBCT

Graph 3: Comparison of the severity of ERR between
OPG and CBCT

Graph 4: Comparison of the grading of ERR between
OPG and CBCT

Table 1: McNemar’s test comparing CBCT and OPG

Several studies have proved that 3D imaging provides
accurate diagnoses in determining ERR associated with
the impacted teeth.40-42
To detect ERR, radiographs have to be interpreted
with extreme care. The CBCT aids in the detection of early
diagnosis of root resorption as well as being capable of
determining the extent and progress of root resorption,
which is slightly detected on 2D radiographs.43
Various studies conducted using periapical and panoramic radiographs have investigated the presence of
ERR.11,17,27,31,32,34,44 However, most of the studies showed
a low prevalence rate of ERR (0.3–7%).11,27,32,33
Knutsson et al31 evaluated 666 patients and reported
root resorption of second molars only in 1% of the cases.
Later, Nemcovsky et al34 conducted a study on 186
periapical radiographs and reported a greater prevalence rate of 24.2% of resorption. According to them, the
greater prevalence rate of root resorption was because
of their choice of completely nonerupted third molars as

Cone beam computed
tomography ERR
Absent
Present
Total

Count
OPG ERR
Absent
Present

Total

56
48
104

57
63
120

Chi-square test
Value
McNemar’s test
N of valid cases
120
*Binomial distribution used

1
15
16

Exact sig. (2-sided)
0.000*

Furthermore, carious lesions are mostly symptomatic
when compared with ERR, which is usually asymptomatic and aseptic, unless the pulp cavity has been involved
or the lesion has been secondarily infected.39
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partially erupted teeth extend less inflammation and are
also known to decrease the pressure on adjacent tooth.
A study performed by Nemcovsky et al18 on eight
teeth which were previously diagnosed with ERR using
intraoral radiography revealed resorption in all the teeth
and thus proved that radiographic diagnosis appears to
be reliable.
Nitzan et al33 conducted a radiographic study on 199
cases and found that only 15 cases reported with root
resorption, and the least affected region was cervical. In
our study, the least affected region was apical and most
commonly affected region was cervical.
The ERR lesions frequently detected in the cervical
region of second molars highlight the fact that the cervical
portion of the root is more susceptible to the inflammatory process that culminates in ERR.33 However, the study
conducted by Nemcovsky et al,34 who evaluated only
completely unerupted third molars, stated that the apical
region of the adjacent second molar was the most susceptible to ERR. Their study also revealed that pressure on
the periodontal ligament and roots of the second molar
is decreased when third molars are partially erupted.
The detection of ERR on second molars was 4.3 times
greater when 3D images were used as per the study conducted by Oenning et al.40 The impacted tooth was classified as per Winter’s classification. The study revealed
that CBCT images (n = 43; 22.88%) diagnosed more ERR
than panoramic radiographs (n = 10; 5.31%), and even
our study revealed similar results. They also stated that
mesioangular and horizontal inclinations were more
likely to cause ERR.40
Oenning et al45 determined the prevalence rate of
ERR as 49.43% in a study that recorded ERR in mesially
inclined impacted third molars on CBCT scans. Their
study stated that Position C of third molars according to
Pell and Gregory classification is more prone for ERR.45
However, according to our study, Position B is more
prone for ERR.
The study published by Sarrafpour et al46 stated that
eruptive tooth movements do not cease with completion of root formation and closure of the apex, which
implies that a retained tooth continues to exert pressure
on the adjacent tooth, stimulating and progressing root
resorption. In cases of resorption, third molars should be
advised for surgical removal. However, till date, there is
no consensus guideline for the removal of impacted third
molars that are asymptomatic.47,48
The limitation of the present study was that ERR was
diagnosed only radiographically without correlating with
the clinical signs and symptoms, and ERR lesions were
not confirmed histologically. To provide better scientific
evidence, longitudinal research must be conducted by
correlating clinical, radiological, and histologic evaluation
World Journal of Dentistry, July-August 2017;8(4):281-287

of the second molars and their relation to the unerupted
third molars.
The 2D imaging of 3D anatomic structures has
posed problems in the diagnosis and management of
impactions,49 and multiplanar imaging, such as CBCT
has brought in a paradigm shift in the diagnosis and
management of dental impactions. With the aid of CBCT,
we can speculate the degree of ERR and determine the
prognosis of the adjacent teeth.

CONCLUSION
Most of the impacted third molars cause ERR of adjacent
second molars. This resorption can be better detected on
CBCT in comparison with OPG. However, in all cases of
third molar impaction, it is not necessary to recommend
CBCT just for the evaluation of ERR and the risk associated
with the CBCT exposure should be taken into account.
However, if we consider the “risk vs reward ratio” and if in
case there are more benefits by recommending CBCT, then
it should be advised. Thus, if on panoramic radiographs,
a close contact is detected between the impacted third
molar and adjacent second molar, CBCT can be advised
taking into account the “risk vs reward ratio.”
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